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a b s t r a c t
Multivariate Birkhoff interpolation is the most complicated polynomial interpolation
problem and the theory about it is far from systematic and complete. In this paper we
derive an Algorithm B-MB (Birkhoff-Monomial Basis) and prove B-MB giving the minimal
interpolation monomial basis w.r.t. the lexicographical order of the multivariate Birkhoff
problem. This algorithm is the generalization of AlgorithmMB in [L. Cerlinco, M. Mureddu,
From algebraic sets to monomial linear bases by means of combinatorial algorithms,
Discrete Math. 139 (1995) 73–87] which is a well known fast algorithm used to compute
the interpolation monomial basis of the Hermite interpolation problem.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
As is well known, multivariate Birkhoff interpolation is the most complicated polynomial interpolation problem and the
theory of multivariate Birkhoff interpolation is far from systematic and complete. Since the 1990s, with the development
of Gröbner basis theory, the research of multivariate space-finding interpolation has made significant progress. With
the algorithms in [1–3], we can find a minimal monomial basis of proper interpolation space for any multivariate ideal
interpolation (refer to [4]) w.r.t. a given monomial order (see [5]). However the interpolation problem becomes more
complicatedwhen it is not an ideal.We call the non-ideal interpolation Birkhoff interpolation thatwas introduced byGeorge
David Birkhoff in 1906, cf. [6,7]. In [8,9], Turan proposed 15 questions on Hermite–Birkhoff Interpolation problems. Shi
solvedmany of the questions in [10]. Lorentz [7] gave amultivariate Birkhoff interpolation scheme (Z, E,PS) and presented
some results including the necessary and sufficient condition for the regular situation as well as the sufficient condition for
the almost regular situation. Gasca and Martinez [11] used a matrix approach and the guideline of a result due to Stenger
to solve the bivariate Hermite–Birkhoff interpolation problems. Carnicer and Gasca [12] gave a Newton type interpolation
formula for the bivariate problem. Wang et al. [13] obtained a Newton basis for an arbitrary x–y–z connected interpolation
problem w.r.t. the Hermite system. Palacios et al. generalized the Pólya condition for Birkhoff Interpolation in [14] and
then discussed the order regularity of two-node Birkhoff interpolation in [15]. We [16] introduced s-FLIT (the first s-linear
independent terms) and proved it is the minimal interpolation monomial basis if the dimension of the proper Birkhoff
interpolation space is s. We further gave two algorithms to compute the basis of the minimal interpolation space and the
lower interpolation space respectively for an arbitrary given node set and the corresponding interpolation conditions on
each node. The complexity is O(n3), where n is the number of interpolation conditions. For other results about Birkhoff
interpolation refer to [17,18].
A multivariate Birkhoff interpolation scheme (Z, E,PS) consists of three components.
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(a) A set of nodes Z ,
Z = {zi}mi=1 = {(zi,1, . . . , zi,n)}mi=1.
(b) An interpolation space PS ,
PS =

P | P(z) = P(x1, . . . , xn) =
−
α∈S
λix
α1
1 · · · xαnn

where S is a subset of Nn0,N = #S.
(c) An incidence matrix Em×N
E = (ei,α), i = 1, . . . ,m, α ∈ S,
where ei,α = 0 or 1.
The multivariate Birkhoff interpolation problem is to find a polynomial P ∈ PS satisfying
Li,α(P) = ∂
α1+···+αn
∂xα11 · · · ∂xαnn
P(zi) = ci,α, ∀ei,α = 1,
where ci,α are given constants, Li,α are functionals related to the corresponding interpolation conditions.
The problem we consider is always normal, namely |E| = dimPS = N , where |E| = ∑mi=1∑Nj=1 eij is the number of 1s
in E.
If we could find a unique polynomial P ∈ PS satisfying the Birkhoff interpolation conditions, then we say the space PS
is proper. It is easy to see that the interpolation polynomial may not exist if the interpolation space PS is not proper. The
problem we focus on is: for given node set Z and incidence matrix E how to choose the lowest (w.r.t. lexicographical order)
proper interpolation space PS so that there always exists a unique polynomial P ∈ PS for any given constants ci,α .
Cerlinco and Mureddu presented Algorithm MB [19] to compute the minimal interpolation monomial basis w.r.t. the
inverse lexicographical order of the Lagrange problem. Motivated by their work we develop Algorithm B-MB (Birkhoff-
Monomial Basis) to compute the minimal interpolation monomial basis w.r.t. the lexicographical order for the multivariate
Birkhoff problem with low computational complexity.
2. Preliminaries
Let K be a field and K [X] := K [x1, . . . , xn] be a polynomial ring on K . Considering K [X] as a K -vector space, a K -functional
L over K [X] is a linear morphism L : K [X] → K , i.e. L ∈ K [X]ˆ= HomK (K [X], K).
Definition 1 ([2]). Given s linear functionals L1, . . . , Ls. We say a K -vector space Q ⊂ K [X] is defined by these functionals if
Q = {f ∈ K [X] : Li(f ) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s}.
If {L1, . . . , Ls} are linearly independent, then they are called a dual basis of Q .
Let K -vector space Q ⊂ K [X], K [X]/Q is a quotient space. [f ]which denotes the congruent class of f is the following set
[f ] = {g ∈ K [X] : ∃h ∈ Q , s.t. f = g + h}.
Definition 2 ([16]). We say f1, f2, . . . , fs are linearly dependent corresponding to Q if and only if the congruent class
[f1], [f2], . . . , [fs] are linearly dependent. That is there exist ci ∈ K (1 ≤ i ≤ s)which are not all zero such that
c1[f1] + · · · + cs[fs] =
s−
i=1
ci[fi] =
s−
i=1
[cifi] = [0],
namely
∑s
i=1 cifi ∈ Q .
Definition 3. We define Li([f ]) , Li(f ), 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
Theorem 1 ([2]). Let Q be defined by linear functionals L1, . . . , Ls, then dim(K [X]/Q ) ≤ s and equality holds if and only if
{L1, . . . , Ls} is a dual basis of Q .
First of all we introduce the definition of minimal monomial basis of Birkhoff interpolation space.
Definition 4 ([16]). Let linear space Q ⊂ K [X], dim(K [X]/Q ) = s ≥ r . If a monomial sequence X = (X1, . . . , Xr) satisfies
(i) X1 ≺ · · · ≺ Xr w.r.t. a given monomial order≺;
(ii) [X1], . . . , [Xr ] are linearly independent;
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(iii) ∀X∗ ≺ X1, then [X∗] = [0];
(iv) if X1 ≼ X∗ ≺ Xr , then ∃ ai ∈ K , s.t.
[X∗] =
−
{i:Xi≼X∗,Xi∈X}
ai[Xi],
then we say X1, . . . , Xr are the first r-linearly independent terms (r-FLIT for short) corresponding to Q .
Theorem 2 ([16]). Let linear space Q ⊂ K [X], dim(K [X]/Q ) = s ≥ r. r linearly independent monomials X1 ≺ · · · ≺ Xr are
r-FLIT corresponding to Q if and only if for any r linearly independent monomials Y1, . . . , Yr satisfying Y1 ≺ · · · ≺ Yr , Xi ≼
Yi (1 ≤ i ≤ r) hold.
Theorem 3 ([16]). Let dim(K [X]/Q ) = s. If T = {Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ s} is s-FLIT corresponding to Q w.r.t. a given monomial order ≺,
then K [X]/Q ∼= Span{T1, . . . , Ts}.
Definition 5. The minimal interpolation monomial basis of the Birkhoff interpolation problem is defined as the minimal
monomials w.r.t. a given monomial order such that the space PS spanned is proper for given node set Z and the incidence
matrix E.
Theorem 4 ([16]). Given a set of nodes Z and an incidence matrix E, where |E| = s. ∀P ∈ K [X], define
Li,α(P) = ∂
α1+···+αn
∂xα11 · · · ∂xαnn
P(zi), ∀ei,α = 1.
Then the functionals {Li,α} define a K-vector space Q . Here the functionals are linearly independent as they are actually Birkhoff
interpolation conditions. As a result dim(K [X]/Q ) = s. Let T = {Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ s} be the s-FLIT corresponding to Q w.r.t. a given
monomial order ≺. Then T = {T1, . . . , Ts} is the minimal interpolation monomial basis of the Birkhoff interpolation problem.
Next we define a univariate higher Birkhoff interpolation scheme and its regularity which would be used frequently in
the following theorems.
Definition 6. A univariate higher Birkhoff interpolation scheme (X,E) consists of three components.
(a) A set of nodesX ,X = {xq}mq=1.
(b) An interpolation space
∏1
t,k,∏1
t,k
=

P | P(x) =
t−
i=0
λixi+k

.
(c) An incidence matrixE (actually a t + 1-dimensional array)E = (eq,α), q = 1, . . . ,m, α = 0, . . . , t.
The elements in incidence matrixE are either 1 or 0, whereeq,α = 1 means that there is an interpolation condition
Lq,α = dα+kdxα+k P(xq) =cq,α, (1)
wherecq,α ∈ K is a given constant. Let M(X,E) be the coefficient matrix of Eq. (1), called the Vandermonde matrix. Let
D(X,E) be the determinant of M(X,E), then the interpolation problem is solvable for all datacq,α if and only if D(X,E) is
nonzero.
Definition 7. We say that the higher interpolation scheme (X,E) is
(a) singular if D(X,E) ≡ 0 for all choices of sets of nodesX ,
(b) regular if D(X,E) ≠ 0 for all choices of sets of nodesX ,
(c) almost regular if D(X,E) ≠ 0 for almost all choices of sets of nodesX .
If we set k = 0, then the definition of the univariate higher Birkhoff interpolation scheme and its regularity are the same
as the ones of univariate Birkhoff interpolation introduced in [6].
For the univariate Birkhoff interpolation scheme (X, E), we know the Pólya condition is the sufficient and necessary
condition of being almost regular.
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Definition 8 ([20]). Anm× (t + 1) incidence matrix E satisfies the Pólya condition if
r−
α=0
m−
q=1
eq,α ≥ r + 1
for any 0 ≤ r ≤ t .
Theorem 5 ([21,22]). (X, E) is almost regular if and only if E satisfies the Pólya condition.
For univariate higher Birkhoff interpolation we have the same result.
Theorem 6. (X,E) is almost regular if and only if E satisfies the Pólya condition.
Proof. Since D(X,E) is the determinant ofM(X,E), for anyeq,α = 1, we obtain the ith column as
((i− 1)+ k)!
(i− α − 1)! x(i−α−1)q i ≥ α + 1,
0 i < α + 1.
Extract a common factor (k+i−1)!
(i−1)! of the ith column, 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, then we obtain the ith column to be
(i− 1)!
(i− α − 1)!x(i−α−1)q i ≥ α + 1,
0 i < α + 1.
Hence D(X,E) = ∏n+1i=1 (k+i−1)!(i−1)! D′(X,E). The rows of D′(X,E) are 0, . . . , 0, α!, (α+1)!1! xq, . . . , n!(n−α)!xn−αq . Suppose there
is an univariate Birkhoff interpolation problem with node set X = X and incidence matrix E = E. Then it is easy to see
D′(X,E) = D(X, E). By the definition of almost regular of the univariate Birkhoff interpolation and Theorem5, the conclusion
holds. 
3. Algorithm B-MB
Given a set of nodes
Z = {zi}mi=1 = {(zi,1, . . . , zi,n)}mi=1
and an incidence matrix
E = (ei,α), i = 1, . . . ,m, α ∈ F ⊂ Nn0,
where ei,α = 0 or 1. Then we have the differential condition set Ai = {ai,1, . . . , ai,hi} ⊂ Nn0 on each node zi, where ai,j = α
for each ei,α = 1, hi is the number of 1s in the ith row of E. Our aim is to determine a proper interpolation space
PS =

P | P(z) = P(x1, . . . , xn) =
−
α∈S
λix
α1
1 · · · xαnn

such that for any given constants ci,α there exists a unique polynomial P ∈ PS satisfying the interpolation conditions, where
S ⊂ Nn0,#S = |E| , N . It is obvious that S ⊃ F .
3.1. Algorithm B-MB
First we define a finite n-dimensional algebraic multiset
℘ := {(z1, a1,1), . . . , (z1, a1,h1), . . . , (zm, am,1), . . . , (zm, am,hm)}
according to Z and Ai, i = 1, . . . ,m.
Now we consider a bijection in the following to deal with the nodes and the corresponding differential conditions.
u : K n × Nn0 → (K × N0)n
((x1, . . . , xn), (α1, . . . , αn)) → ((x1, α1), . . . , (xn, αn)).
Denote
ℜ := {Ri,j = u(zi, ai,j)|(zi, ai,j) ∈ ℘}.
Since the number of elements in ℜ is N , we re-denote ℜ = {R1, . . . , RN}, and denote ℜ¯ = (R1, . . . , RN) which is used in
Algorithm B-MB.
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Let L = {Li,α} be the functional set corresponding toℜ,
Li,α(P) = ∂
α1+···+αn
∂xα11 · · · ∂xαnn
P(zi) = ci,α, ∀ei,α = 1,
and Q (ℜ) is the K -vector space defined by L. By Theorem 4
dim K [X]/Q (ℜ) = N.
We give some symbols to be used in Algorithm B-MB.
dj = (dj,1, dj,2, . . . , dj,n) ∈ Nn0, 1 ≤ j ≤ N . (dj is the multidegree of the monomial.)
B-MB(ℜ¯) := {d1, . . . , dN}, di ∈ Nn0.
(B-MB(ℜ¯) is the set of multidegrees of the minimal monomial basis obtained from Algorithm B-MB.)
We define two projectors on the sequence (g1, . . . , gn), where gi belong to K or (K × N0) in the following:
πs(g1, . . . , gn) = (g1, . . . , gs), 1 ≤ s ≤ n,
π s(g1, . . . , gn) = (gs, . . . , gn), 1 ≤ s ≤ n,
π0(g1, . . . , gn) and πn+1(g1, . . . , gn) are assumed to be empty sequences.
Algorithm: Given ℜ¯ := (R1, . . . , RN), we determine an order set S¯ := (d1, . . . , dN).
[B-MB1] (Initialize.)
di ← ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ N; i ← 1. (Let the coordinates of the elements of S equal to ai in Ri.)
[B-MB2] (Put the first i terms of the list ℜ¯ intoL.)
L← {Rl, 1 ≤ l ≤ i}.
[B-MB3] (Find which coordinate of di+1 has to be changed.)
s ← min{k|π k+1(Rl) = π k+1(Ri+1), for some Rl ∈ L, 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.
(the sth coordinate of di+1 will be changed.)
[B-MB4] (Find the points that determined the sth coordinate of di+1.)
E ← {l|Rl ∈ L, π s+1(Rl) = π s+1(Ri+1), πs−1(dl) = πs−1(di+1)}.
[B-MB5] (Assign the value of the sth coordinate of di+1.)
(1) E = ∅di+1,s ← ai+1,s,
(2) E ≠ ∅,
(i) If ∀ l ∈ E, dl,s ≠ di+1,s, di+1,s ← ai+1,s,
(ii) if ∃ l ∈ E, s.t. dl,s = di+1,s,
di+1,s ← 1+min{dm,s | dm,s ≥ di+1,s and ∀ l ∈ E, dl,s ≠ dm,s + 1, ∀m ∈ E}.
[ B-MB6 ] (Judge if s is the nth coordinate of di+1.)
if s < n
[B-MB6.1]L← {Rl|1 ≤ l ≤ i, πs(dl) = πs(di+1)}.
[B-MB6.2] (IsL empty?)
IfL ≠ ∅, return to B-MB3.
[B-MB7] (Increase i.)
i ← i+ 1. If i < N , return to B-MB2.
[B-MB8] (Done.)
Terminate the algorithm.
3.2. The proof of algorithm B-MB
It is obvious that the algorithm eventually terminates. Next we prove the correctness of the algorithm, namely the output
of Algorithm B-MB is the minimal monomial basis of the Birkhoff interpolation problem w.r.t. the lexicographical order≺l.
Let ℜ¯ := (R1, . . . , RN), S¯ := (d1, . . . , dN), and B-MB(ℜ¯) := {d1, . . . , dN}, δℜ¯ := ℜ → B-MB(ℜ¯), Ri → di. We notice that
the order on S¯, as well as the map δℜ¯ depends on both the ordered set ℜ¯ and Algorithm B-MB. Next we prove B-MB(ℜ¯) is
well-defined, namely that it does not depend on the order which has been used for arranging the interpolation conditions
R1, . . . , RN when starting Algorithm B-MB (i.e. on the list ℜ¯).
Lemma 1. Let ℜ¯ = (R1, . . . , Ri, Ri+1, . . . , RN), ℜ¯′ = (R1, . . . , Ri+1, Ri, . . . , RN). S¯ = (d1, . . . , dN), S¯ ′ = (d′1, . . . , d′N) be
the corresponding output lists by Algorithm B-MB corresponding to ℜ¯ and ℜ¯′ respectively. Then B-MB(ℜ¯) = B-MB(ℜ¯′), namely
{d1, . . . , dN} = {d′1, . . . , d′N}.
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Proof. First of all we state some facts which are important for the proof. For two interpolation conditions Rj, Rk ∈ ℜ, j < k,
if πr(dj) ≠ πr(dk), 1 ≤ r < n, then the computation of dk,r ′ , r ≤ r ′ ≤ n is independent of Rj according to B-MB 4. By the
same reason if π r(Rj) ≠ π r(Rk), 1 < r ≤ n, then the computation of dk,r ′′ , 1 ≤ r ′′ ≤ r is independent to Rj.
It is obvious d1 = d′1, . . . , di−1 = d′i−1. We assume πr(di) = πr(di+1) and πr+1(di) ≠ πr+1(di+1), 1 ≤ r < n.
Consider
Ri = ((xi,1, ai,1), . . . , (xi,r , ai,r), (xi,r+1, ai,r+1), . . . , (xi,n, ai,n)),
Ri+1 = ((xi+1,1, ai+1,1), . . . , (xi+1,r , ai+1,r), (xi+1,r+1, ai+1,r+1), . . . , (xi+1,n, ai+1,n)),
di = (di,1, . . . , di,r , di,r+1, . . . , di,n),
di+1 = (di+1,1, . . . , di+1,r , di+1,r+1, . . . , di+1,n).
By B-MB5 π r+1(Ri) ≠ π r+1(Ri+1). Otherwise π r+1(Ri) = π r+1(Ri+1) associate with πr−1(di) = πr−1(di+1) we have
di,r ≠ di+1,r by B-MB5, which contradicts the assumption. Hence we have πr(d′i) = πr(di+1) and πr(d′i+1) = πr(di).
Next we discuss di,t , di+1,t , t ≥ r + 1.
A1. If π r+2(Ri) ≠ π r+2(Ri+1). We have d′i+1,r+1 = di,r+1, d′i,r+1 = di+1,r+1.
If r + 2 ≤ t ≤ n, di,r+1 ≠ di+1,r+1, by B-MB4, di+1,t is not determined by Ri that implies d′i+1,t = di,t . Similarly
d′i,t = di+1,t .
Hence di = d′i+1, di+1 = d′i .
A2 If π r+2(Ri) = π r+2(Ri+1). We take three cases to discuss this situation and obtain the following results by B-MB3, 4, 5.
(A1) If ai,r+1 = ai+1,r+1, we have d′i = di, d′i+1 = di+1.
(A2) If ai,r+1 < ai+1,r+1.
• di,r+1 < ai+1,r+1, then d′i = di+1, d′i+1 = di.• di,r+1 = ai+1,r+1, then d′i = di, d′i+1 = di+1.• di,r+1 > ai+1,r+1, then d′i = di, d′i+1 = di+1.
(A3) If ai,r+1 > ai+1,r+1.
• ai,r+1 > di+1,r+1, then d′i = di+1, d′i+1 = di.• ai,r+1 < di+1,r+1, then d′i = di, d′i+1 = di+1.• ai,r+1 = di+1,r+1, by B-MB5 this case does not exit.
Now we consider d′i+2 = di+2, . . . , d′N = dN . We re-denote ℜ¯′ = (R1, . . . , Ri+1, Ri, . . . , RN) to be (R′1, . . . , R′N) and assume
d′i+2 = di+2, . . . , d′N−1 = dN−1. We will prove d′N = dN . Let u = min{k | π k+1(Rl) = π k+1(RN), ∃ l, l ∈ L}.
B1. d′i = di+1, d′i+1 = di. Since πr+1(di) ≠ πr+1(di+1) and π r+1(Ri) ≠ π r+1(Ri+1), we assert that any coordinate of dN or d′N
depends on only one of Ri and Ri+1. Hence d′N = dN .
B2. d′i = di, d′i+1 = di+1. From the discussion above, we have π r+2(Ri) = π r+2(Ri+1).
(B1) u > r + 1. Then πu−1(di) ≠ πu−1(di+1). It follows that at most one of i and i+ 1 belongs to E when we calculate
dN,u.
• If there is only one of i and i+1 belongs to E , we assume i ∈ E in the initial list of conditions ℜ¯. We could obtain
i ∈ E ′ and i + 1 ∉ E ′ with the initial list of conditions ℜ¯′ since πu+1(Ri+1) = πu+1(Ri). It follows that E = E ′,
hence dN,u = d′N,u and πv(di) ≠ πv(dN), πv(di+1) ≠ πv(dN), v ≥ u. By B-MB6, Ri and Ri+1 ∉ L. This means
that the calculation of dN,v, d′N,v, v > u is not determined by Ri, Ri+1, hence dN,v = d′N,v, v > u.
• i ∉ E, i + 1 ∉ E . dN,u = d′N,u obviously. Then by B-MB6, at most one of Ri, Ri+1 is in L and L′, hence L = L′.
This returns to case (B1).
(B2) u = r+1.πu−1(di) = πu−1(di+1). Then i and i+1 are both in or not in E and E ′ simultaneously. Hence dN,u = d′N,u.
This returns to case (B1).
(B3) u < r + 1. We have πu+1(Ri) ≠ πu+1(Ri+1). At most one of i and i+ 1 be in the set E . Similarly to (B1), we prove
that dN,u = d′N,u.
The calculation terminates when u = N . We have dN,u = d′N,u in all three cases above. Hence dN = d′N . Now
{d1, . . . , dN} = {d′1, . . . , d′N} is proved. 
Theorem 7. Let ℜ¯ = (R1, . . . , RN), ℜ¯′ = (Rσ(1), . . . , Rσ(N)). ℜ¯′ is any permutation of ℜ¯. Then B-MB(ℜ¯) = B-MB(ℜ¯′), namely
{d1, . . . , dN} = {d′1, . . . , d′N}.
Theorem 8. Let ℜ¯1 ⊂ ℜ¯2. Then B-MB(ℜ¯1) ⊂ B-MB(ℜ¯2).
Theorem 9. Let ℜ¯ = (R1, . . . , RN) and S¯ = (d1, . . . , dN). There exists a permutation ℜ¯′ = (Rσ(1), . . . , Rσ(N)) s.t. the elements
in the corresponding list S¯ ′ = (dσ(1), . . . , dσ(N)) is in lexicographical order, namely dσ(s)≺l dσ(t) for 1 ≤ s < t ≤ N.
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Proof. If there exists i s.t. di≻l di+1, then we may assume that di,1 = di+1,1, . . . , di,r = di+1,r , di,r+1 > di+1,r+1, 1 ≤ r < N .
i. π r+2(Ri) ≠ π r+2(Ri+1), according to the discussion of case A1 about di, di+1 in Lemma 1, we only need to interchange Ri
and Ri+1, then di and di+1 are interchanged correspondingly.
ii. π r+2(Ri) = π r+2(Ri+1), by B-MB3, 4, 5, it is not hard to obtain it satisfies the conditionB2–(B3) in the proof of Lemma 1.
Hence di and di+1 are interchanged if we interchange Ri and Ri+1.
Theorem 10. For the univariate situation, Z = {zi}mi=1, zi ∈ K, ℜ¯ := (R1, . . . , RN), the differential condition in Ri is
ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ N. If by Algorithm B-MB we obtain a segment of B−MB(ℜ¯) := (d1, . . . , dN), say St := {di, . . . , di+t}, where
di < · · · < di+t are consecutive integers, that is di+t = di + t. Let ℜt := {Rl | di ≤ al ≤ di+t}, then di, . . . , di+t are determined
by ℜt . Also ℜt defines a new univariate higher Birkhoff interpolation problem, and the corresponding incidence matrix Et of the
interpolation problem satisfies the Pólya condition.
Proof. From B-MB4 and B-MB5 we can see that the calculation of di, . . . , di+t only depends on di ≤ al ≤ di+t , hence
di, . . . , di+t are determined byℜt .
Node set Zt = {z(1)t , . . . , z(βi)t } contains all nodes in ℜt and the interpolation space is
∏1
t,di
= {P | P(x) =∑ti=0 λixi+di}.
We suppose that Et does not satisfy the Pólya condition, namely there exists 0 ≤ r ≤ t, s.t. ∑rγi=0∑βiqi=1 eqi,γi < r + 1. We
denote Cr = {Rl | Rl ∈ ℜ and di ≤ al ≤ di+r}. By B-MB5, we obtain |Cr | ≥ r + 1 because of the continuity from di to di+r .
Hence
∑r
γi=0
∑βi
qi=1 eqi,γi ≥ r + 1. This is a contradiction. 
Theorem 11. Let functional set L be determined by interpolation conditions ℜ, and vector space Q (ℜ) is defined by L. Then for
any node set Z ⊂ Kmn \ e (where e is a subset of Kmn with measure zero),Mℜ = {[Xd]|d ∈ B-MB(ℜ¯)} is a basis of quotient space
K [X]/Q (ℜ). Equivalently {Xd} is a interpolation monomial basis of Birkhoff interpolation scheme (Z, E).
Proof. By induction on the dimension n of K n.
For n = 1, let ℜ¯ = (R1, . . . , RN), where Ri = (zi, ai), 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
We assume
B−MB(ℜ¯) = {d1, d1 + 1, . . . , d1 + α1, d2, d2 + 1, . . . , d2 + α2, . . . , dk, dk + 1, . . . , dk + α2}, (2)
where
∑k
i=1(αi + 1) = N, di+1 > di + αi. By Theorem 9 there exists a permutation of ℜ¯, say ℜ¯, satisfying (2). We
denote ℜi := {Rl | di ≤ al ≤ di + αi}. ℜi defines a new univariate higher Birkhoff interpolation problem. Let node set
Zi = {z(1)i , . . . , z(βi)i } contains all nodes inℜi, the interpolation space is
∏1
αi,di
= {P | P(x) =∑αii=0 λixi+di} and its incidence
matrix is Ei. Then by Theorem 10 Ei satisfies the Pólya condition. Hence by Theorem 6 the scheme (Zi, Ei) is almost regular
on
∏1
αi,di
. LetMi be its Vandermondematrix, and Di be the determinant ofMi. Hence Di is nonzero on Kβi \ei, where ei ⊂ Kβi
is a set with measure zero. The result holds for all (Zi, Ei), ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Given a polynomial p(x) = ∑ki=1∑αij=0 λijxj+di , next we prove [xj+di ] are linear independent on Rm/Q (ℜ), namely if[p(x)] = [0], then λij = 0, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let
dγi
dxγi
p(x) |xqi = 0, ∀eqi,γi ∈ Ei, eqi,γi = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. (3)
Rewrite (3) to be MΛ = 0, where Λ = (λ10, . . . , λ1α1 , λ20, . . . , λ2α2 , . . . , λk0, . . . , λkαk)T . Since the degrees of the
differential conditions in ℜi are more than the degrees of the monomials xj+dl , 0 ≤ j ≤ αl, 1 ≤ l < i,M is a block
upper triangular matrix.
M =

M1 ∗ ∗ · · · ∗ ∗
0 M2 ∗ · · · ∗ ∗
...
...
... · · · ... ...
0 0 0 · · · Mk−1 ∗
0 0 0 · · · 0 Mk
 ,
whereMi is the (αi + 1)× (αi + 1) Vandermonde matrix of interpolation scheme (Zi, Ei) and denote Di the determinant of
Mi. Then D = ∏ki=1 Di. Extent ei to be the set with measure zero on Km, denoted by e′i . Then D is nonzero on Km \ e, where
e = ki=1 e′i . So λij = 0 on Km \ e. Hence for any node set Z ⊂ Km \ e, {[xj+di ], 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 0 ≤ j ≤ αi} is a monomial basis
of K [X]/Q (ℜ).
Suppose now the statement is true for every finite subset of K n
′
, n′ < n. Next we prove Algorithm B-MB is true for node
set Z = {z1, . . . , zm} ⊆ K n and the corresponding differential conditions A = {A1, . . . , Am}. Let ℜ := {R1, . . . , RN} be
defined as before and δRi = di, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
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It is easy to know K [X]/Q (ℜ) = #B-MB(ℜ¯) = N . It remains to prove that [Xd] ∈ K [X]/Q (ℜ) (d ∈ B-MB(ℜ¯)) are linearly
independent, namely for any polynomial
P(x1, . . . , xn) =
−
d∈B−MB(ℜ)
λdXd, λd ∈ K , (4)
belonging to Q (ℜ) is the zero polynomial. Let S = B-MB(ℜ¯),Rr = {d = (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ S | d1 = r}, Tr = {R ∈ ℜ¯ | δℜ¯(R)∈ Rr}.
We have
B−MB(π2(Tr)) = π2(Rr). (5)
Rewrite polynomial (4) as the following form,
P(x1, . . . , xn) =
h−
r=0
Pr(x2, . . . , xn)xr1 (6)
where h = max{d1 | d = (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ S} and
Pr(x2, . . . , xn) =
−
(d2,...,dn)∈π2(Rr )
αr,d2,...,dnx
d2
2 · · · xdnn . (7)
Suppose P(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Q (ℜ), namely it vanishes at every interpolation condition.
Considering R∗ = ((p∗1, a∗1), . . . , (p∗n, a∗n)) ∈ Th, let ℜ∗ = {R ∈ ℜ¯ | π2(R) = π2(R∗)},#ℜ∗ = s. Rearrange the elements
inℜ∗ to be ℜ¯∗ = (R∗1, . . . , R∗s ) s.t. π1(δℜ¯(R∗i )) < π1(δℜ¯(R∗i+1)), 1 ≤ i ≤ s− 1, where R∗i = ((p∗i,1, a∗i,1), . . . , (p∗i,n, a∗i,n)), 1 ≤
i ≤ s − 1, R∗s = R∗. Let π1(δℜ¯(R∗i )) = βi, δℜ¯(R∗) = d∗ = (d∗1, . . . , d∗n), d∗1 = h. We say d∗1 is determined by
R∗k , . . . , R
∗
s−1, 1 ≤ k ≤ s if it satisfies ∃ 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, s.t. βk, . . . , βs−1 are sequent integers and βs−1 = h − 1, and
there does not exist R∗i ∈ ℜ¯∗, s.t. π1(δℜ¯(P∗i )) = βk − 1. By B-MB5 we know a∗k,1, . . . , a∗s−1,1, a∗1 ≥ βk.
Substitute π2(R∗k) = · · · = π2(R∗s ) = π2(R∗) = ((p∗2, a∗2), . . . , (p∗n, a∗n)) into (7), we get P¯r(p∗2, . . . , p∗n). Relating to (6)
we have
P¯(x1) =
h−
r=0
P¯r(p∗2, . . . , p
∗
n)x
r
1. (8)
Next we substitute (p∗1, a
∗
1), (p
∗
k,1, a
∗
k,1), . . . , (p
∗
s−1,1, a
∗
s−1,1) into (8). Since βk = a∗k,1 < · · · < a∗s−1,1 < a∗1 we only need
to consider coefficients P¯βk(p
∗
2, . . . , p
∗
n), . . . , P¯βs−1(p
∗
2, . . . , p
∗
n), P¯h(p
∗
2, . . . , p
∗
n). Consider univariate higher Birkhoff problem
{(p∗1, a∗1), (p∗k,1, a∗k,1), . . . , (p∗s−1,1, a∗s−1,1)}. The interpolation space is
∏1
s−k+1,βk = {P | P(x) =
∑s−k+1
i=0 bixi+βk}. Its incidence
matrix E∗ satisfies Pólya condition by Theorem 11. Then equations
da
∗
i,1
dxa
∗
i,1
P(x) |p∗i,1 = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, (9)
where P(x) ∈∏1s−k+1,βk , a∗s,1 = a∗1, p∗s,1 = p∗1 has only trivial solution (except Z on a set e∗h withmeasure zero). Consequently
P¯βk(p
∗
2, . . . , p
∗
n), . . . , P¯βs−1(p
∗
2, . . . , p
∗
n), P¯h(p
∗
2, . . . , p
∗
n) are zero on K
s−k+1 \ e∗h . Especially, P¯h(p∗2, . . . , p∗n) is zero almost
everywhere.
Let Lh = π2(Th), then for almost all node set Z, Ph(x2, . . . , xn) vanishes on {π2(R∗) = ((p∗2, a∗2), . . . , (p∗n, a∗n)) ∈ Lh}.
Let Q (Lh) be the vector space defined byLh, then on Km \ e′h,
Ph(x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Q (Lh) ⊆ K [x2, . . . , xn] (10)
where e′h =

{π2(R∗)∈Lh} e
∗
h .
By (5) and (7) we have
Ph(x2, . . . , xn) =
−
(d2,...,dn)∈B-MB(Lh)
αh,d2,...,dnx
d2
2 · · · xdnn . (11)
According to the inductive hypothesis the set of congruent classes {[xd22 ], . . . , [xdnn ] | (d2, . . . , dn) ∈ B-MB(Lh)} is the basis
of K [x2, . . . , xn]/Q (Lh) on Km(n−1) \ e′′h . By (10) and (11), we have
αh,d2,...,dn = 0, (d2, . . . , dn) ∈ B-MB(Lh),
namely Ph(x2, . . . , xn) = 0 on Kmn \ eh, where eh = e′h

e′′h . Hence P(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑h−1
r=0 Pr(x2, . . . , xn)x
r
1.
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Similarly we can prove Pr(x2, . . . , xn) = 0, r = h − 1, h − 2, . . . , 0 on Kmn \ er . Hence P(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 on Kmn \ e,
where e =hr=0 er .
Finally on Kmn \ ewe conclude thatMℜ is a basis of K [X]/Q (ℜ). 
Theorem 12. The interpolation monomial basis {Xd|d ∈ B−MB(ℜ)} is minimal w.r.t. the lexicographical order ≺l, i.e. {Xd} are
the N-FLIT w.r.t.≺l.
Proof. Let ℜ¯ = (R1, . . . , RN), S¯ = (d1, . . . , dN). Suppose d1≺l d2≺l · · · ≺l dN−1≺l dN . Apply induction on the dimension n.
For n = 1, by B-MB5, ∀Ri ∈ ℜ¯, we have ai ≥ d1, where Ri = (pi, ai), ∃zl ∈ Z, s.t. zl = pi. If d¯≺l d1, then
dai
dxai
xd¯ |pi = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N.
Hence [xd¯] = [0].
For d1≺l d¯≺l dN and d¯ ≠ di,∀ 1 < i < N , there exists t ≤ N , s.t. dt−1≺l d¯≺l dt . Next we prove that [xd¯] and
[xd1 ], . . . , [xdt−1 ] are linearly dependent.
Let ℜ¯′ = (R1, . . . , Rt−1), S¯ ′ = (d1, . . . , dT−1) and vector space Q (ℜ′) is defined by ℜ′. By Theorem 11, [xd1 ], . . . , [xdT−1 ]
is a basis of Q (ℜ′) on K T−1 \ eT−1. Hence [xd¯] and [xd1 ], . . . , [xdT−1 ] are linearly dependent in quotient space K [x]/Q (ℜ′).
There exist constants c¯, c1, . . . , cT−1 which are not all zero, s.t.
p(x) = c¯xd¯ +
T−1
i=1
cixdi
vanishes on ℜ¯′. Since dT−1≺l d¯≺l dT , we have dT−1≺l dT − 1. By B-MB5 aT , . . . , aN ≽l dT . Hence p(x) vanishes on ℜ¯ \ ℜ¯′ ={RT , . . . , RN}.
We have proved p(x) vanishes on ℜ¯, namely [xd¯] and [xd1 ], . . . , [xdT−1 ] are linearly dependent on K [x]/Q (ℜ). By
Definition 4 xd1 , . . . , xdN is N-FLIT corresponding to Q (ℜ). By Theorem 1 dim K [x]/Q (ℜ) = N . Hence {[xd1 ], . . . , [xdN ]}
is the minimal monomial basis of Birkhoff interpolation scheme (Z, E) for the case n = 1.
Assume the theorem is true for n− 1. For case n, let di = (di,1, . . . , di,n), 1 ≤ i ≤ N; d¯ = (d¯1, . . . , d¯n).
i. If d¯≺l d1, it’s obvious that ai≥l d1>l d¯, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Hence X d¯ vanishes on ℜ¯, namely [X d¯] = [0].
ii. If d1≺l d¯≺l dN and d¯ ≠ di,∀ 1 < i < N . Suppose T ≤ N , s.t. dT−1≺l d¯≺l dT . We may prove [X d¯] and [Xd1 ], . . . , [XdT−1 ]
are linearly dependent.
(i) d¯1 < dT ,1, we have d1,1 ≤ d2,1 ≤ · · · ≤ dT−1,1 < dT ,1.
Let ℜ¯′ = (R1, . . . , RT−1), S¯ ′ = (d1, . . . , dT−1) and vector space Q (ℜ′) is defined by ℜ′. Obviously [X d¯] and
[Xd1 ], . . . , [XdT−1 ] are linearly dependent in K [X]/Q (ℜ′). There exist α¯, α1, . . . , αT−1 ∈ K which are not all zero,
s.t.
P(X) =
T−1
i=1
αiXdi + α¯X d¯ (12)
vanishes on R1, . . . , RT−1. It remains to prove P(X) vanished on RT , . . . , RN .
For ∀dl≽l dT , l ≥ T , we have dl,1 ≥ dT ,1 > d¯1 ≥ dT−1,1. ∀Rl ∈ ℜ¯, l ≥ T , we assume that dl,1 is determined by
Rσ(1), . . . , Rσ(t) and dσ(1)≺l · · · ≺l dσ(t), where dσ(i) = δℜ¯(Rσ(i)), 1 ≤ i ≤ t . We have π2(Rσ(1)) = · · · = π2(Rσ(t)) =
π2(Rl) and dσ(1),1, . . . , dσ(t),1, dl,1 are consecutive integers, where dl,1 = dσ(t,1)+1. Also there does not exist Rj, j < l,
s.t. π2(Rj) = π2(Rl) and π1(δℜ¯(Rj)) = dσ(1),1 − 1.
Let dσ(1),1 = θ, dσ(2),1 = θ + 1, . . . , dσ(t),1 = θ + t − 1, dl,1 = θ + t . By B-MB5, al,1, aσ(i),1 ≥ dσ(1),1, 1 ≤ i ≤ t . If
σ(1) ≥ T , then al,1 ≥ dσ(1),1 ≥ dT ,1. Since degx1(P(X)) = d¯1 < al,1, we have d
al
dXal P(X)|pl = 0, where Rl = (pl, al).
Else if σ(1) < T , let dT−1,1 = θ + η, η < t . Then it is easy to know dT−1,1 = d¯1 by B-MB5. So P(X) vanishes on
Rσ(1), . . . , Rσ(1+η). For π2(Rl) = π2(Rσ(1)) = · · · = π2(Rσ(1+η)), we substitute π2(Rl) to (12) and get
P(x1) =
dT−1,1
i=0
βixi1. (13)
We notice that the incidence matrix of the univariate higher Birkhoff problem according to differential conditions
π1(Rσ(1)), . . . , π1(Rσ(1+η)) satisfies the Pólya conditions. Hence by Theorem6βθ , . . . , βdT−1,1 = βθ+η are zero almost
everywhere. Then (12) becomes
P(X) =
θ−1
i=1
λiPi(x2, . . . , xn)xi1. (14)
Since dl,1 ≥ θ , (14) vanishes on Rl, ∀l > T . Hence P(X) vanishes on ℜ¯, namely [X d¯] and [Xd1 ], . . . , [XdT−1 ] are linearly
dependent.
(ii) d¯1 = dT ,1, . . . , d¯r = dT ,r , d¯r+1 < dT ,r+1, 1 ≤ r < n.
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Let d¯T ,1 = h, Sh = {d ∈ B-MB(ℜ¯) | π1(d) = h},ℜh = {R ∈ ℜ¯ | δℜ¯(R) ∈ Sh}, we have B-MB(π2(ℜh)) = π2(Sh) ⊂
K n−1.
For d¯ ∉ Sh we obtain π2(d¯) ∉ π2(Sh) and π2(d¯) < π2(dT ). Let vector space Qh be defined by π2(ℜh). By inductive
hypothesis [Xπ2(d¯)] and {[Xπ2(dγ )] | dγ ∈ Sh and dγ < d¯} are linearly dependent on K [x2, . . . , xn]/Qh. Hence we may
find a polynomial
P∗(x2, . . . , xn) = λ¯Xπ2(d¯) +
−
γ |dγ ∈Sh;dγ<d¯
λγ Xπ
2(dγ ).
vanishes on π2(ℜh), where λ¯ and λγ ∈ K are not all zero.
Let
f1(x1, . . . , xn) = xh1P∗(x2, . . . , xn) = λ¯X d¯ +
−
γ |dγ ∈Sh;dγ<d¯
λγ Xdγ . (15)
Obviously f1(x1, . . . , xn) vanishes onℜh.
Let S ′h = {d ∈ B-MB(ℜ¯) | π1(d) < h},ℜ′h = {Rω ∈ ℜ¯ | δP (Rω) ∈ S ′h}. It is easy to prove that B-MB(ℜ′h) = S ′h.
Substitute Rω = (pω, aω) ∈ ℜ′h into (15)
daω
dXaω
f1(x1, . . . , xn) |pω = cω.
If cω are all zero, let f = f1, then f vanishes onℜ′h andℜh.
If cω are not all zero, letQ ′h is defined byℜ′h, then {[xdω ]|dω ∈ S ′h} is a basis ofK [X]/Q ′h.We have a polynomial satisfying
f2(x1, . . . , xn) =∑dω∈S′h αωxdω , s.t.
daω
dXaω
f2(x1, . . . , xn) |pω = −cω. (16)
Let f = f1 + f2, then f vanishes on ℜ′h. Similar to case (i), we can prove f2 vanishes on ℜh. Hence f vanishes on bothℜ′h andℜh.
The same as the discussion in (i) we may also prove f vanishes on {Rl | Rl ∈ ℜ¯; dl,1 > h}. Thus f vanishes on ℜ¯. Since
dγ < d¯ in f1 and dω < d¯ in f2, [xd¯] and [xd1 ], . . . , [xdT−1 ] are linearly independent in K [X]/Q (ℜ).
Finally we conclude that xd1 , . . . , xdN are the N-FLIT corresponding to Q (ℜ), consequently they are the minimal
monomial basis of Birkhoff interpolation scheme (Z, E)w.r.t. the lexicographical order≺l. 
4. Example
Example 1. We take function f (x, y) = 1/x + 1/y to be interpolated by a multivariate polynomial. Choose nodes
Z = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)} and differential conditions A = {A1, A2, A3, A4}, where A1 = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1),
(2, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 0)}, A2 = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 0)}, A3 = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)}, A4 = {(0, 0), (3, 3)}. Then we
obtain
ℜ = {((1, 0), (1, 0)), ((1, 1), (1, 0)), ((1, 1), (1, 1)), ((1, 2), (1, 0)),
((1, 2), (1, 1)), ((1, 2), (1, 2)), ((1, 3), (1, 0)), ((1, 0), (2, 0)),
((1, 0), (2, 1)), ((1, 0), (2, 2)), ((1, 1), (2, 0)), ((2, 0), (1, 0)),
((2, 0), (1, 1)), ((2, 1), (1, 0)), ((2, 0), (2, 0)), ((2, 3), (2, 3))}
ℜ¯ ↔ S = B-MB(ℜ¯)R1 = ((1, 0), (1, 0))↔d1 = (0, 0)R2 = ((1, 1), (1, 0))↔d2 = (1, 0)R3 = ((1, 1), (1, 1))↔d3 = (1, 1)R4 = ((1, 2), (1, 0))↔d4 = (2, 0)R5 = ((1, 2), (1, 1))↔d5 = (2, 1)R6 = ((1, 2), (1, 2))↔d6 = (2, 2)R7 = ((1, 3), (1, 0))↔d7 = (3, 0)R8 = ((1, 0), (2, 0))↔d8 = (0, 1)R9 = ((1, 0), (2, 1))↔d9 = (0, 2)R10 = ((1, 0), (2, 2))↔d10 = (0, 3)R11 = ((1, 1), (2, 0))↔d11 = (1, 2)R12 = ((2, 0), (1, 0))↔d12 = (4, 0)R13 = ((2, 0), (1, 1))↔d13 = (0, 4)R14 = ((2, 1), (1, 0))↔d14 = (5, 0)
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Fig. 1. The index of minimal monomial basis and the error between f (x, y) and P(x, y).
R15 = ((2, 0), (2, 0))↔d15 = (2, 3)R16 = ((2, 3), (2, 3))↔d16 = (3, 3).
Hence the minimal monomial basis is {1, y, y2, y3, y4, x, xy, xy2, x2, x2y, x2y2, x2y3, x3, x3y3, x4, x5} w.r.t. the lexico-
graphical order x≻l y. The Birkhoff interpolation polynomial is
P(x, y) = −1
4
x5 + 2x4 − 13
2
x3 + 11x2 − 41
4
x+ 1
8
y4 − y3 + 25
8
y2 − 19
4
y+ 17
2
.
The index of minimal monomial basis and the error between f (x, y) and P(x, y) are indicated in Fig. 1 respectively.
5. Conclusion
Algorithm B-MB we present here is a fast method to compute the minimal monomial basis of the proper interpolation
spacew.r.t. the lexicographical order≺l. The algorithm can be applied to not only Birkhoff interpolation but also the Hermite
interpolation problem. Actually after appropriate modification the algorithm can also give a minimal monomial basis w.r.t.
the inverse lexicographical order with the same complexity.
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